How to make proper back-port pull requests

...or else...
Normal Fork/Branch/PR

- master
- upstream
- fork
- feature
- PR
Things to note

- Your commits are already on master
- Use `cherry-pick -x`
- Uncomment the conflicts in commit message

commit 9b7189fbc0cf1f9bbd29f5510fd308a69016159e
Author: Susan Hinrichs <shinrich@ieee.org>
AuthorDate: Tue Sep 27 16:24:11 2016 +0000
Commit: Phil Sorber <sorber@apache.org>
CommitDate: Wed Oct 26 17:38:52 2016 -0700

TS-4813: Fix lingering stream.

(cherry picked from commit dc8be341578aa0fa900c84265d0a336414dfad9b)

Conflicts:
  iocore/net/SSLNetVConnection.cc
  proxy/http2/Http2ConnectionState.cc